Task Force -

Theater Internment Facility Care and Custody:
Detainee Growth: Intakes at Theater Internment Facilities by Calendar Year

- 2003: 15,885
- 2004: 11,197
- 2005: 16,760
- 2006: 14,579
- 2007: 8,483

With only 41% of the calendar year complete, the number of detainees is projected to exceed 22,553 if 10 more detainees x day at current rate. The highest intake year is projected to be in 2007.

POC at TF J3 (b)(3), (b)(6)
Detainee Releases in OIF

Releases at Theater Internment Facilities
by Calendar Year

Notes:
1) High risk population grows
2) No projected mass releases

Calendar Year

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Number of Detainees Released

16000 14000 12000 10000 8000 6000 4000 2000 0

9085 10350 10062 14314 6592 4103 2703

Forecast at current rate
If releases drop to 200 per month
With only 41% of the calendar year complete

Projected to be lowest release year

Approved for Release
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POC at TF J3, (b)(3), (b)(6)
Detainee Population by Threat

The high-risk population grows... the proportion of "releasable candidates" shrinks

Definitions:

LOW RISK
Examples:
- possession of small arms/ammo
- captured at raid site
- fake ID
- resisting apprehension
- obstructing CF
- associating with AIF
- possession of propaganda

Definitions:

MEDIUM RISK
Examples
- possession of small arms weapons cache; large ammo store
- counterfeiting, smuggling, creating propaganda
- surveillance of CF; positive explosive test w/o explanation
- inciting ACF activity; communicating a threat
- accomplice/co-conspirator in minor ACF activity

Definitions:

HIGH RISK
Examples
- weapons dealer/trafficker
- attacking CF
- large weapons cache
- possession of explosives/IED
- foreign fighters/recruiters
- harboring foreign fighters
- illegal border crossing
- planning/financing attacks
- spying/corruption
- extortion/blackmail
- emplacing IEDs
- murder/kidnapping
- participating in suicide ops
- involved in NBC ops
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POC at TF 1.4b J3, (b)(3), (b)(6)
Detention Operations in Counterinsurgency

COUNTERINSURGENCY IN THE COMPOUNDS
FIGHT THE WAR ON OUR TERMS

**TF** 1.4a will attack vulnerabilities in compounds:
Deny networking, recruitment, Sharia Courts, escapes, and violence

Extremist Detainee Vulnerabilities
(source: FM 3-24)
- Secrecy
- Mobilization
- Base of operations
- Financial weakness
- Internal division
- Maintaining momentum
- Informants

Mobilization of Extremism in Detainees
(source: FM 3-24)
- Persuasion
- Coercion
- Reaction to abuses
- Foreign support
- Apolitical reasons (e.g., money/crime)

TIFs will cease to be “terrorist training camps”:
Empower TIF Commanders, isolate detainee leaders, restrict movement, maintain moral high ground, and GAIN CONTROL
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Task Force -

Re-Integration Program:

At this time, in the “Fight”, one of the most valuable assets we have may be our detainees. The process of how we exchange, and re-integrate them back into the Iraqi society will effect this “Fight”.
Task Force -

Way Ahead:

“All Detainees should understand there is a process that can lead to Re-Integration.”

- They receive religious education
- They receive basic education
- They receive vocational education
- They are enrolled in a work program
- Family / Tribe involvement
- Parole, guarantor, work release program
TIFRIC: Five Phase Concept

TIFRIC Phasing

- **Phase I**
  - Psych - Lite
  - Basic Program
  - Interac Study
  - (3 Months)

- **Phase II**
  - Various Voc.

- **Phase III**
  - Mud Brick Making - Physical Labor
  - Textile Making - Injured/Firmmed
  - (5 Months)

- **Phase IV**
  - Work Release

- **Phase V**
  - Parole

Notes:
1. Not all Detainees have to begin in Phase I
2. Detainees that have an education and Vocational Skill do not have to go through Phase II and III
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POC at TF: 14A J3

(b)(3), (b)(6)
//Unclassified//
Task Force - 1.4a

**Detainee Value Stream:**

- Detainees have a value in an exchange.
- The value of the exchange varies over time.
- The exchange of value can be agreed to via negotiation.
- Reconciliation is a negotiated exchange.
Task Force - 1.4a

A most valuable asset to Reconciliation and Re-Integration may be our Detainee Population

- TF 1.4a BattleSpace (close fight vs. deep fight).
- In contact with a thinking enemy 24/7.
- TF 1.4a BattleSpace effects your BattleSpace.
- Isolate the Irreconcilables.
- We support decentralized detainee interrogation and information exploitation.
- We support relocating detainees “Close to Home” IOT maximize the Re-Integration Process.
- To win we must Synchronize efforts between TF 1.4a and MNC-I.